Ahstract-We propose a class of computationally efficient algorithms for conflict resolution in the presence of modeling and measurement uncertainties. Specifically, we address a sce nario where a number of agents, whose dynamics are possibly nonlinear, must cross an intersection avoiding collisions. We obtain an exact solution and an approximate one with quantified error bound whose complexity scales polynomially with the number of agents.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wide diffusion of partly or fully automated agents in disparate engineering applications has made the coordinated control of such agents a very interesting topic for control theory. The problem of avoiding conflict configurations when human operators are present in the control loop has proved especially challenging, since this consists in a least restrictive supervisory control problem [1] . In the hybrid systems litera ture, this problem is typically solved by computing the Maxi mal Controlled Invariant Set [2] , [3] , [4] , which is the largest set of states that admit an input that avoids conflicts for all positive times. In this paper, we design a least restrictive su pervisor for collision avoidance between a number of agents following intersecting paths. Specifically, we consider a set of agents (such as cars, trains, or airplanes) moving along predetermined paths that intersect at a unique point. The conflict resolution problem for this scenario has been solved in [5] for the case of perfect information, and in the absence of any disturbance. However, this is an unrealistic assumption in almost all applications, where measurements are typically affected by non-negligible levels of noise, and the dynamic model is subject to uncertainties. Imperfect information is considered in [6] , [7] , but the results are limited to a two agents scenario. Here, we overcome these limitations by providing a solution that is robust to disturbance inputs and measurement noise, and applies to an arbitrary number of agents. Our solution is based on the computation of the (open loop) Maximal Robust Controlled Invariant Set, which is the largest set of states that admits an input that avoids conflicts for all positive times and for any admissible disturbance. The essential ingredient that allows to obtain our result is a monotonicity property of the system's flow, which allows us to define an order for the output trajectories. Membership in the Maximal Robust Controlled Invariant Set is computed by recurring to a particular scheduling algorithm [8] , [9] . By this means we prove that our problem is NP-hard and we provide an approximate solution with polynomial complexity and provable error bound. Moreover, both exact and approximate solutions are decidable [10] , that is, they can be computed in a finite number of steps. To simplify the discussion, we present our result as the solution of two separate problems, written in terms of a state estimate, that is, a set of states compatible with the information available at a given time.
1) Verification Problem: Given the initial state estimate of a set of n agents moving along n different paths crossing at an intersection, determine if there exists an input signal that leads all agents through the intersec tion avoiding collisions, for all possible disturbances and for all initial conditions in the initial state estimate. 2) Supervisor Problem: Design a supervisor that, given a desired input, returns the desired input unless this may cause a collision at some future time, in which case it returns a safe input. We assume that agents move along different paths, and that all paths intersect at a common point, as in Fig. l . The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the model and the notation; in Section 3, we introduce and solve the Verification Problem; in Section 4, we introduce and solve the Supervisor Problem; in Section 5, we present some simulation results.
II. MODEL AND NOTATION
Consider the system (1) where x is the state of n agents moving on n different paths (such as in Fig. 1) , Xm is the measured value of x, y is the vector of the positions of the agents along their paths, u is a control input, and d is a disturbance input. The measurement Xm is affected by an uncertainty O. System (1) is given by value of Xi at time t + to, starting from Xi(tO), with input signals Ui and di in [ to,t] , is denoted Xi(t,ui,di,Xi(tO)).
When some of the arguments are inessential, they are simply omitted. The same notation is used for y. The functional space of the input signals Ui(t) is Ui.
We assume that (1) has unique solutions and that systems (2) are monotone [11] , with lR+ as the positivity cone of
Yi. This means that, given the positivity cones Ki ,x C lRT, Ki ,u C lR s , and Ki , d C lR s , if Xi (to) -xWo) E Ki ,x , Ui(t) -u�(t) E Ki ,u , and di(t) -d�(t) E Ki , d for all t � to, then Xi(t) -x;(t) E Ki ,x and Yi(t) -y;(t) E lR+ for all t � to. 
;,x;(to))11 ::::; f3 (t, I i di -d�ll, I lxi(tO) -x�(to)ll) (3) for all Ui E Ui, di, d; E Di, and Xi(tO), xWo) E Xi. Note that, if solutions exist for all t � to, this is equivalent to assuming that (2) is incrementally forward complete [12] . Theory. A decision problem P is a problem that has a binary answer {yes, no} [9] . When P returns "yes" given an instance I, we say that P accepts I, denoted I E P. Borrowing the standard scheduling formalism introduced in [14] , we denote our decision problem by DEC(llri,Pi = 1lLm a x, 0), defined as follows. 
tion, reported in [9] and implemented in [5] by the procedure POLYNOMIALTIME. The concepts of reducibility and equiv alence [15] , [8] are used when comparing the complexity of different problems.
A decision problem PI is reducible to a decision problem P2 if for every instance I of PI an instance I' of P2 can be constructed in polynomial-bounded time, such that I E PI {o} I' E P2. In this case, we write PI ex P2. Two problems PI and P2 are equivalent, denoted PI ':::' P2, if PI ex P 2 and P 2 ex PI.
A. Formalization
We can now formally define the Verification Problem:
An instance I of the Verification Problem is described by the sets [x a , xb] and 8
. , an, bl,···, bn, dmin, dm a x}.
To introduce Problem 1, for each agent we define Ri .
min{ t > 0 yf(t, Ui ,m a x) > ad and Di := min{ t � 0 : yf(t, Ui ,m in) � ad. These two quantities are, respectively, the minimum and maximum time at which yf(t, Ui) can enter the interval [ ai, bi] . Notice that Ri and Di are always well defined, since (1) has unique solutions and Yi � Yi,min > O. Also, for each agent such that yf(to) < ai, given a real number Ti, we define Pi (Ti) := inf {t : Yf(t,Ui) = bd with the constraint uiEUi yf(t, Ui) ::::; ai for all t < Ti. If the constraint cannot be satisfied, we set Pi := 00; if [yf(to), yf(to)] n (ai, bi) i-0, we define Pi(Ti) := {t : yf(t, Ui ,m a x) = bd, and if yf(to) � bi we define Pi(Ti) := O. Pi(Ti) is the earliest time an agent can leave the intersection, if it does not to enter it before Ti. We can now define the following scheduling problem.
1 A scheduling problem consists in assigning to a number of jobs one or more resources satisfying given requirements. In this case, the intersection represents the resource, the agents represent the job to be assigned to the resource, and the time spent by each agent in the intersection is the length of the job to be executed.
and for all i i-j (5) As for the Verification Problem, an instance I of Problem 1 is described by [x a , x b ] and e .
{f, h, X, U,U, D, Y, al,' .. ,an, bl,·· ., bn, dmin, dm a x}.
We can now proceed to show that the Verification Problem and Problem 1 are equivalent. To prove it, we first introduce the following lemma that is a consequence of monotonicity: without collisions by the reasoning above.
•
B. Solution
The solution of Problem 1 and, as a result, of the Verifi cation Problem can be found using Algorithm l.
Algorithm 1 ExactSolution
for all i E {l, ... , n } do given [xi, xfl calculate Ri and Di in the absence of all disturbances), was proved in [5] to be NP-hard by reduction of a standard scheduling problem. As a consequence, Problem 1 is itself NP-hard, so even by refining Algorithm 1 we cannot expect to significantly improve the worst case performance.
To reduce the running time of the algorithm, we provide an approximate solution to Problem l. "/ i := (3 (Di' I l di,m a x -di,minll , I lx y -x iii )· (6) Then, for each i consider the set
This is the set of all the initial state estimates whose extrema x r and xy have distance less than "/i, and whose upper corner Xi is such that yy = ai. We define
Bm a x := . max sup {t : yi(t,ui ,m a x) = bd. 2E{ I , ... , n } [xt( to), x t(to)]E S, (7) This is the minimum worst case time that the initial state estimate will need to completely traverse the interval [ ai, bi]. (6) and (3) I lx?(Ti,Ui) -X�(Ti,Ui)11 :s; "ri. By (7) , applying the input Ui ,m a x for t ?: Ti, we have that y't(Ti+Bm a x, Ui ,m a x) ?: bi. Thus, by the definition of Pi(Ti), Pi(Ti) -Ti :s; Bm a x
•
We use (7) to allocate the resource of the scheduling problem -the intersection. This means that we are considering the intersection occupied for more time then is strictly needed by each agent. We are thus trading maximum traffic flow for computational speed. We now define the approximate scheduling problem: Any schedule that satisfies the constraints of Problem 2 also satisfies the constraints of Problem 1, since by Lelmna 3 Tj + Bm a x ?: Pj(Tj). By normalizing the data of Problem 2 to make Bm a x = 1, and then setting Ri = ri, Di = di -1, Ti = ti, Problem 2 for agents with Ri, Di > 0 becomes formally equivalent to DEC(l l ri,Pi = 1 l Lm a x, 0), which is solved in polynomial time by the procedure POLYNOMIALTIME in [5] . Algorithm 2 solves Problem 2 treating separately agents with yf(to) < ai and agents with yf(to) ?: ai, for which Ri = Di = Ti = 0 so that they do not contribute to the combinatorial complexity of the problem. Without loss of generality, in the algorithm we assume that yf(to) ?: ai for i E {I, ... , m} , and that yf(to) < ai for i > m. Proof Algorithm 2 returns "no" if [Y't(to), yf(to)] n [ ai, bi) -I=-0 for two different i, or if POLYNOMIALTIME returns "no". In the first case the left hand side of (8) is equal to 0 and (8) is verified. In the second case, if POLYNOMIALTIME returns "no" then, for any schedule T
with Ti E [ Ri, Di] for all i, there exist i and j with yf(to) < ai, yJ(to) < aj, Tj :s; Ti, such that Ti-Tj < Bm a x. This is a consequence of the fact that POLYNOMIALTIME solves DEC(l l ri,Pi = 1 l Lm a x, 0) exactly. By the reasoning above, for any U E U, the schedule T defined by Ti = {t : yy(t, Ui, di ,m a x) = ad if yy(to) < design the one-step ahead predictor of the state of system (1) {X P ��d (7' u) := X(7, u,dm a x,xb(kT)) X;�d(7, u) := X(7, u,dmin,x a (kT)),
and the measurement error corrector that defines the initial state estimate at time (k + 1)7
{X a ((k + 1)7) = max (x ;�d (7, u), xm((k + 1)7) + 6m in) xb((k + 1)7) = min (x ;�d (7, u),xm((k + 1)7) + 6m a x).
From here on, we denote by [x a (kT), xb (kT)] the initial state estimate obtained at the k-th iteration of (10) and (11) .
[y a (t, Uk),yb(t, Uk)] n B = 0 for all t ;::: 0 otherwise and such that (ii) it is nonblocking: if u s[x a (kT), xb(kT)], Uk) i= 0 then for any vk+l,
Using the solution of the Verification Problem we can solve the Supervisor Problem. We define, for all the agents with yy(to) < ai, O'i( [ xi,x�],Ti) : = arg inf {t : u,EU, y'!:(t,Ui) = bi} with constraint yy(t,Ui) � ai for t < Ti. If [y ,!: (to),yy(to)] n (ai,bi) i= 0, we define O'i( [ x'!:,xY],Ti) := Ui ,m a x; otherwise, we define O'i( [ xi,x�],Ti) := O. This is the input Ui (t) that allows agent i to exit the intersection no later than t = Pi(Ti) not entering before Ti.
Algorithm 3 solves the Supervisor Problem using the procedure ExactSolution in Algorithm 1.
We now prove that this algorithm solves the supervisory problem. Proof The proof proceeds as the second part of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof
The input U is well defined for Lemma 5. Let ii be U restricted to the interval [ (k + 1)7, (0) and call y a (t, ii) : = y a (t, ii,dmin,x a ((k + 1)7)) and yb(t,ii) := yb(t,ii,dm a x,xb((k + 1)7)). By Lemma 1, and since by (10) and (11) • Due to its exponential complexity, Algorithm 3 cannot be used in the presence of a large number of agents. We use Algorithm 4 instead, which exploits the faster Algorithm 2 in place of the procedure ExactSolution. To guarantee nonblockingness, in Algorithm 4 if ApproximateSolution returns "no", the system keeps using the last known safe input until a new schedule that satisfies the constraints of Problem 2 can be found. We now prove that Algorithm 4 is no more restrictive than Algorithm 3 defined using the Extended Bad Set in (9) . • V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS Algorithms 3 and 4 have been tested numerically on the piecewise linear system {XI , i(t) = X2,i(t), XI , i ,m (t) = XI , i(t) + Ol(t), X2,i(t) = a (ui(t) ± diet)), X2 , i ,m (t) = X2,i(t) + 02(t), Yi(t) = XI , i(t)}, which models the longi tudinal dynamics of a set of cars. The acceleration of agent i depends on the desired input Ui (t) and on the disturbance di (t). di accounts for the disturbance and the rolling friction known with uncertainty, while
represents the speed saturation. The measurements XI , i ,m (t) and X2,i,m (t) are both affected by uncertainties. We set safe input maintains the state estimate of the system always inside the Maximal Robust Controlled Invariant Set, thus the intersection between the position estimate of the agents and Bad Set is always empty. Fig. 3 shows the Bad Set (in yellow) and the position estimate (in blue and red) in the space YI, Y2, Y 3 ·
In Fig. 4 we tested Algorithm 4 for a system composed of fifteen agents, using the same parameters as in the simulation above except for the position of the intersection which is placed in a = 390 m and b = 400 m. We defined 
VI. CONCLUSION
The scheduling approach used here was initially proposed in [5] where, however, results were limited to the case of perfect state information and absence of any disturbance. These limitations have been removed. Our supervisor re quires to check the membership of a state estimate, consisting of a hypercube of all possible current states, in the Maximal Robust Controlled Invariant Set [13] . In the general case, this kind of problem is known to be semi-decidable [10] . However, our results show that for the class of systems considered here the problem is decidable, since the Algo rithms 3 and 4 are guaranteed to terminate in a finite number of steps. Notice that our definition of the Maximal Robust Controlled Invariant Set is based on an open loop control for t ;::: O. We could mitigate the effects of the disturbances by using a feedback control, defining the input as a map of the current state estimate. However, integrating such a feedback control in our approach is not trivial for the general class of systems that we consider here. Extensions in this direction are currently being investigated. The present work is limited to the case of agents travelling on different paths and a single intersection. Most reasonable applications of the results, for instance to collision avoidance at road traffic intersections, require algorithms that can handle multiple agents on each path and paths intersecting at multiple points. While there are algorithms in the literature that can address these issues [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , our approach seems so far to be the only one to provide a robust and least restrictive solution with provable error bound from the optimum. Moreover, the approximate solution scales polynomially with the number of agents involved, and can thus be used to control a large number of agents. Extensions to address multiple agents on each path, and complex path topologies, are currently being investigated.
